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Elementary quantum-dot gates for single-electron
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A new approach to the implementation of certain logical functions in
quantum-dot gates for single-electron computing is proposed. It is
shown that placing a gate in a uniform external magnetic field allows
one to construct gates with 1! symmetric physical truth tables and 2!
large ~in some cases close to saturated! absolute magnitude of the av-
erage spin at the output dots. Thus two serious obstacles are removed
which otherwise could present a problem in the fabrication of a set of
coupled quantum-dot gates. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~96!01815-4#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 84.30.Bv, 85.30.Vw

In recent few years the idea of constructing a so-called quantum computer1–4 as well
as a computer5–7 based on quantum effects but employing classical Boolean logic ha
been discussed in the literature.1–7 Such computers are thought of as being composed o
coupled elementary gates. Each gate implements a particular logical function~e.g., NOT,
AND, OR, etc.!. One way to perform calculations is based on the idea of ground-sta
computing, in which the result of a logical operation always corresponds to the groun
state of the gate. Upon changing the ground state through an external influence, one
a new ground state which contains information on the results of calculations.

In this paper we restrict ourselves to quantum-dot gates~spin gates!.5–7 Such gates
consist of a number of quantum dots at a solid surface. Each dot is supposed to hav
single energy level and there is, on the average, one electron per dot. The tunneling
electrons between dots fulfills the function of quantum wires. In such a system, the bits
information are carried by the spins of individual electrons: logical one~zero! corre-
sponds to the ‘‘up’’~‘‘down’’ ! direction of electron spin at a given dot.

Each gate has input and output dots. The former serve for writing the input signa
to the gate~e.g., by making use of the local magnetic field generated by a magnetic ST
tip!. After the external influence has acted on the input dots, the spin configuration of t
gate changes as a result of subsequent spin switching on adjacent dots due to elect
electron interactions. The new ground state represents the result of calculations which
be read from the output dots by means of, e.g., a magnetic tip~since the tunneling current
depends on the mutual orientation of the magnetizations of the dot and tip!. The corre-
spondence between the magnetizations of the output and input dots is uniquely de
mined by the logical truth table of a particular gate. For example, the logical truth table
of NOT-AND and NOT-OR gates are shown in Fig. 1.

Recently Molotkov and Nazin6 have shown that there are no fundamental limitations
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on the physical implementation of elementary spin gates and that for any gate it is in
possible to find the range of system parameters for which the entire truth table is rea
This can be done in the presence of intradot Coulomb repulsion only, with no d
exchange interaction of electrons on neighboring dots.6 The relevant Hubbard-like
Hamiltonian has the form:

H52t (
^ i j &,s
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ni↑ni↓ , ~1!

whereais(ais
1 )is the annihilation~creation! operator for an electron on theith dot with

spin projections511 or21 on thez axis,nis5ais
1ais is the electron number operator

t is the matrix element for hopping of electrons between quantum dots,U is the intradot
Coulomb repulsion energy,Hi is the local magnetic field~along thez axis! at theith dot,
mB is the Bohr magneton, and̂i j & means the summation over nearest neighbor dots

At half filling ( ( i ,snis5Ntot , whereNtot it the total number of dots in the gate! and
at large enough ratiosU/t, there are strong antiferromagnetic interactions in the ga
These interactions result in the switching of electron spins throughout the gate afte
local fieldsHi have acted on the input dots. The relevant ‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ physi
implementation of the NOT-AND gate is shown in Fig. 2a.

To find the resulting values of the electron spin at input and output dots after
local fields have acted, one should know the ground state wave function of the Ham
nian ~1!. In the case of a relatively small number of dots~,12! in the gate, this can be
done numerically by an exact diagonalization method.8 Doing so, one can find the physi-
cal truth table,6,7 i.e., the range of control signals~local magnetic fields at the input dots!
for which the logical truth table of a particular gate is realized.

Since in a real system the electron spin at any quantum dot is never directed st
‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down,’’ it is convenient to introduce the threshold valuesSt (0,St,1) of the
projection of electron spin on thez axis, so that the caseŝSiz&.St/2 and ^Siz&
,2St/2 correspond to logical one and zero, respectively.7 Here i is the number of a
particular quantum dot in the gate,^Siz&5^(ni↑2ni↓)&.

To understand how the physical truth table for a particular gate can be constru
let us consider the NOT-AND gate~Fig. 2a!. The values of̂ SA&, ^SB&, and ^SY&are

FIG. 1. Logical truth tables of NOT-AND, and NOT-OR gates.A andB are the inputs;Y is the output.
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calculated by exact diagonalization8 of Hamiltonian~1! at many different values ofHA

andHB . If, e.g., ^SA&.St/2, ^SB&.St/2, and^SY&,2St/2 at given values ofHA and
HB, then the first row~110! of the logical truth table of the NOT-AND gate~see Fig. 1!
is realized, and we mark the point (HA ,HB) in theHA–HB plane by the symbol ‘‘1.’’ If
the spin configuration corresponds to one of the other three rows of the logical truth t
~011, 101, or 001!, then the point (HA ,HB) is also marked by the corresponding symbo
The blank space in theHA–HB plane means that none of the rows of the logical trut
table is realized at the given values ofHA andHB .

We stress that the value ofSt should not be too small in order that one can discrim
nate unambiguously between configurations with spin up and spin down, i.e., betw
logical one and logical zero. However, it turns out6,7 that for all the gates considered,
except the simplest two-dot NOT gate, the magnitude of the average spin^Siz& at the
output is rather small. Moreover, physical truth tables are asymmetric with respect to
input signals.6,7

The calculated physical truth table of the NOT-AND gate is shown in Fig. 2b for t
caseSt50.05~see also Fig. 4 in Ref. 6!. One can see that even forSt as low as 0.05, the
011 and 101 rows of the logical truth table~Fig. 1! are never realized atequalabsolute
values ofHA andHB~the situation becomes significantly worse asSt increases!. This fact
has a detrimental effect if one wishes to integrate the gate into a computational netw7

In this paper we suggest a new approach to constructing spin gates and remov
two obstacles mentioned above~small values ofSt and asymmetry of physical truth

FIG. 2. Three-dot NOT-AND gate.~a! Physical implementation;~b! physical truth table forU/t520; St
50.05;HA andHB are local magnetic fields atA andB dots, respectively.
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tables!. First, we illustrate our idea taking the NOT-AND gate as an example. We n
that the apparent reason for the asymmetry of the physical truth table of the NOT-A
gate~Fig. 2b! is that the rows 011 and 101 of the logical truth table~Fig. 1! are unfa-
vorable from the standpoint of the antiferromagnetic conceptual framework. Indeed
the local fields at input~edge! dotsA andB are equal in magnitude but of opposite sign
HA52HB , then the electron spins at dotsA and B have opposite directions, while
^SY&50 at the output~central! dotY, since the electron spin atY is frustrated. This means
that two ground-state spin configurations, e.g., the↓↑↑ and↓↓↑ spin arrangements, at dots
AYBare degenerate in the caseHA,0 andHB.0.

Note, however, that the row 011 of the NOT-AND logical truth table can be realiz
if the spin configuration↓↑↑ corresponds to a nondegenerate ground state. This can
achieved easily by applying a uniform magnetic field withH0z.0 to the whole gate and
thus lifting the degeneracy of the↓↑↑ and↓↓↑ spin configurations in favor of the former
one. We stress that the value ofH0z should not be too large; otherwise the unwante
configuration↑↑↑ could occur even in the caseHA,0. In other words, the value of
mBH0z should be less than the difference between the energies of the↑↑↑ and ↓↑↑
configurations. Since the latter is of the order of the hopping matrix elementt, the
inequality

mBuH0zu!t ~2!

is sufficient for↓↑↑ to be the ground-state spin configuration. The same is true for the↑↑↓
configuration, which corresponds to the row 101 of the logical truth table.

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, butSt50.95, and a uniform external magnetic field withmB•H0z50.01t is
applied to the whole gate.
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The calculated physical truth table of the NOT-AND gate in a uniform extern
magnetic field withmBH0z50.01t is shown in Fig. 3. One can see that the caseH0z

.0 offers two important advantages over the caseH0z50 ~see Fig. 2!. First, note that the
threshold valueSt50.95 is very close to unity, i.e., the application of the external ma
netic field results in nearly saturated average spins at both the input and output
Obviously, it is much easier to read the information from an output dot with a lar
magnetic moment at it~we recall that the results presented in Fig. 2 are forSt50.05
!1!.

Second, atH0z.0 the physical truth table is symmetric in the sense that doma
corresponding to different rows of the logical truth table are located around diagon
(HA56HB) and, moreover, occupy almost all ‘‘floor space’’ in theHA–HB plane. As
was noted in Ref. 7, this is the most suitable situation for integration of the gate int
computational network in which output dots of one gate serve as input dots of other g
and vice versa.

We proceed with the NOT-OR gate. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the logical truth tab
of NOT-OR and NOT-AND gates differ only in their second and third rows. We rec
that in the NOT-AND gate these are the rows that correspond to the ‘‘dangerous’’ s
configurations↓↑↑ and↑↑↓, while in the NOT-OR gate the configurations↓↓↑ and↑↓↓
should be realized. One can see that the latter two configurations can be stabilized i
same way as in the case of the NOT-AND gate, i.e., by applying a uniform magnetic fi

FIG. 4. Three-dot NOT-OR gate.~a! Physical implementation;~b! physical truth table forU/t520;
St50.95. A uniform external magnetic field withmB•H0z520.01t is applied to the whole gate.
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to the whole three-dot gate. The difference is just that magnetic field should be direct
in the opposite direction as compared with the NOT-AND gate, i.e.,H0z,0. The in-
equality ~2! must be fulfilled as well.

The calculated physical truth table of the NOT-OR gate in the uniform externa
magnetic field withmBH0z520.01t is shown in Fig. 4. Here again, as in the case of the
NOT-AND gate~Fig. 3!, the threshold valueSt50.95 is close to unity, and the physical
truth table is symmetric and consists of domains occupying almost all ‘‘floor space’’ i
theHA–HB plane. We stress that both NOT-AND and NOT-OR gates can be employe
on the basis of the same three-dot physical implementation, the difference being only
the direction of the external magnetic field. This is very important from the experiment
point of view.

To conclude, we have shown that NOT-AND and NOT-OR quantum dot gates wit
symmetrical physical truth tables and nearly saturated average spins at the input
output dots can be implemented on the basis of a three-dot structure by applying
suitably directed external magnetic field to the whole gate. Such gates can be read
integrated into a computational network and, together with the simplest NOT gate~in-
verter!, can be used to implement other logical operations~AND, OR, XOR, ADDER,
etc.! needed to perform calculations.
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